
Case Study Web development

Growteq is an information technology company located in The Netherlands specialising in the area  

of CRM, Process Optimization and Business Intelligence. They translate data into usable insights  

and ensure processes become more efficient and user-friendly. The company helps organisations to  

grow through the use of technology. It also develops interactive and practical dashboard and  

analysis solutions.

One of Growteq’s clients is a sustainable collective heating systems (“SCHS”) provider that supplies  

central heating, cooling and tap water to residential and commercial customers. They are a market  

leader in the Netherlands with a proven track record of capturing the market opportunity and  

building a scalable platform. The energy supplier is optimally positioned to benefit from current  

energy market trends in Europe, focused on the need for environmentally friendly generation from  

sustainable sources.

Unlock my potential with a free consultation

The challenge 

Let’s pinpoint my challenges

The energy company already had a web application built on the .NET framework that was slowly  

becoming outdated. To be more precise, they were using a .NET framework that was out of support  

since January 2016, the user couldn’t receive real-time notifications, the website was only available  

in dutch and the dashboard wasn’t customizable. So they decided to add new functionalities and  

bring them to a more performant platform. The goal was to, on one hand, have a highly efficient  

application that could host millions of records and a rapidly growing database and on the other  

hand, revamp the entire design to fit their brand identity. 

Growteq provides support to their client for most of their infrastructure and software development.  

The energy supplier has to deal with a large and growing customer base and therefore turned to  

Growteq primarily for their business intelligence services. They also required an internal portal to  

enable employees to keep track of all operations, but Growteq didn’t have the necessary capabilities  

to support their old platform. Therefore, Growteq started looking for a software development  

company to fill in the gap and that’s where we come in.

The solution

We rebuilt their website and now offer the necessary technical support and upgrades to what we’ve already developed for them. 

For the backend bit, we chose to rewrite the old app using the newly added .NET Core 

(C#) that recently became open source, while for the frontend part, we went with 

Angular (TypeScript). We, therefore, put a lot of effort into rewriting everything, so that it 

performs smoothly and it’s easily scalable. 

With the help of our design department, we also fixed up all the UI components to 

perfectly align with the brand’s identity and guidelines. We have been working closely 

with Growteq since 2019 and still continue to build on top of what we have already 

done, gradually bringing in more functionalities and improvements.  

Let’s talk solutions

New features

Real-time notifications for app users using SignalR Option for users to choose the app language 1 2

Option for users to customise their own dashboard,  

keep personal notes, bookmark links and also allow  

admins to define dashboards for all customers or only  

certain user groups

3

Header filtering, Excel export, column chooser and server-side pagination for all app grids4

Dynamic fields/tabs that they can arrange using drag and drop options,  

phases progression and history for projects that they can create

5

Tools

What they had to say about us

Our partnership started in 2019 and we're very satisfied with the joint efforts and results. What made us choose Falcon over other options were the technical  

skillset and eagerness to deliver results together, accompanied by the informal relationship we’ve been able to build. We were looking to primarily expand our  

development capacity and I can confirm that we successfully completed a range of large and complex projects, in a hybrid Dutch-Romanian team setting.  

Aside from what I’ve already mentioned, I am fond of the familiar and relaxed atmosphere - it matches the way we seek to grow, organise and work with people.
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